Across

2. B1, under the first floor
6. Cook on this
7. It keeps food fresh and cool
10. You can see yourself in it
12. A large difference between the two
14. Space where you can store things
15. Small wooden house
18. Camper truck 5,4
19. to do well
22. A place to relax and get clean
23. Outside the window, second floor, you can stand on it
26. Nice to plant things in this, around the house
27. Soft pillow on the sofa
28. Machine for cleaning cups and plates etc

Down

1. Where you make a fire in the room
3. Keeps the room temperature nice 3,12
4. Sad feeling about in the past
5. Most used room in the hose 6,4
8. Has a lot of space
9. Shelves in this for your boos
11. Working well and quickly
13. A person you share an apartment with
16. BBQ
17. New design, recent
20. Small but important information
21. Not in the center of the city
24. Around the outside of the house
25. Small thick carpet